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A WORD OF =PLANATION

The following pages were conceived and in large part written

in the Sachsenhausen camp. After my liberation in the Fall of 1944

I revised them and delivered them to a friend who had come from

Spain in order that he preserve them and publish them if the

opporumity should arias. In the meantime my ideas grew until

I bad sufficient material for a longer work embracing the entire

field or lagionalri doctrine. Rower, since the publication of

sada a collection of writings involves great difficulties, I

decided to publish the first chapter, The New Nan. This chapter

was prepared in Saahsenhausen. Its separate appearance can be

justified by the fact that it is a general presentation of the

legionaire doctrine.

1 .	 This is not a propaganda work, but belongs rather within the

sphere of political expression. It is first of all addressed to

our intimate friends in recognition of the trials and tribulations

of their pools and of the soa p of those who are no longer with us.

Other Rumanians will be interested in our ideology, in the experience

of a generation, in the elements useful and necessary for the

spiritual rebuilding of the Rumanians of tomorrow without whom

material and cultural reconstruction is impossible. We believe

that only through combined good will can the future of Rumania

be assured. We believe that those who do not contribute to this

work of reconstruction of our country after the catackse which
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devastated it are not merely committing a simple political Liptak.,

butAiiey are guilty of apostaay toward the people.

30 moveaber
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THE )1E1/ HAS

An analysis of the continually changing external characteristics

of a political organism does not suffice to give a kmowledge and

appreciation of its the nature. It is necessary to penetrate

beyond this surface sone of variability to the internal manifestation,

to the stable characteristics. The attitudes of a party or

political movement cannot rumba stationary and therefore a continuous

orientation is necessary to follow the constant changes which occur

in the field of social realities and in human leadership. However,

among these changing political conditions there exist visluea, ideas

and motivations of a pernanent character and which arise insofar as

the resistance of ()Nosing forces permit. An explanation de this

intimate bdeological framework permits us to understand the proper

interpretation of a political phenomenon.

We must apply these two criteria to the legionaire movement.

Valid information on this movement can day be obtained through

recogition of legionaire principles. In our present study we

cannot consider these two values to be on the same plane. We must

differentiate between the values which constitute the spiritual

content of the movement and those which represent the superficial

political nbenomena imposed by the force of circumstances. However,

elements of the second category are not without some significance,

in the study of the political activity of the legion. 1MmDmcommomrs.
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,-liti--,. But a new examination of these elements cannot lend to
broad results, for the political activity of the legion is more than
a superficial activity, it is the expression of a continuous effort
to achieve legionaire ideals and to give fora to the concepts existing
in the legionairs soul. Only by an overall study of the movement
is it possible to follow its political line, to avoid false conclusions
and to reach& realistic jupment on its past activity.

The fundamental purpose of the legionaire doctrine is the creation
in

of a new manAthe midst of Rumanian society, a man who will be the
cornerstone of a great spiritual transformation in the life of our
people. This heroic individual will be entrusted with the mission of
awakening the dormant energies of the people, the alleviation of the
sufferings of the nation, and the restoration of national honor and
greatness. All attempts to improve the lot of our people--movements,
parties, currents of opinion, programs, doctrines, forms of state—
which ignore the reality of tie human soul, are powerless in the
face of the grave national problem which face us and can only multiply
the disappointments and increase the distrust of the forces of the

CP&nation. "'Crisper= every side,"Corneliu Codreenu says anxiously,
because evil misery, ruin °croft° us from the soul. The soul must

AILbe tprincipal concern tot* The soul of the individ4and the soul
of the sultitude. 0 (Cornelia Codreanu, Carticice Sefului de Cuib
(Notebook of a Section ChisP, page 111). In his leading book
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and force that ,"This cauntry , is perishing for lack of men, not for

lack of programs. That is our opinion. Therefore, it is not
for the

necessary to create program, but men, new men...2xemx*hts cornerstone
upon
ham which the Legion is based is the man, not the political

' program. The reformation of the men, got of #ks political program..
M./It), V Lay Iona. Y-1

(Cornelia Z. Codreanu,‘ Fox-Legtonatresi pages 285,286) The words of

Cornelia 6odrman: on the legionaire movement do not apply to the

sphere of political rivalry, but to the human soul. The nOvement

can only rallies its political oh!zatives in proportion as the

"new man" conquers over the old in each one of us, and the enlightenment

produced in our souls 'spreads to all breakables of national life.

The legionaire movement is more then a political movement. It fulfills

a high educational function in the life of our people, ,it has a

great many characteristics of a great spiritual school"(C.Z.C.,

Carticica Sefului de Cuib, page 111) "which no man can enter without

becoming a hero." (C.Z.C. Carticica Sefului de Cuib, page 86.)

The school of the "new man' is in operation wherever legionaire

activity exists. All activities of the legion, participation in any

legionaire struggles furnishes proof of the powers of the Boa.

Political successes or failures are transitory, but the victories of

the soul are permanent and remain a legacy to the people. Of namb
momentary

greater 'Talus than a conquest or a/victory are the reactions of the

human conscience upon the emergence of a glorious figure in times of

great stress. For this figure shows that the fight has not been in

-7-
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What does the concept of the new man represent? In what directipn

does legionaire education develop. the new Rumanian ? Is the new
the

man am phecomenon never before encountered in/istoryt of our

people? Imam Is the consequence of the legionaire movement the

creation of • type of Rumanian oompbetely separated from the past
but rather
mud/the result of the struggles of the future?	 This presupposition

would be a complete contradiction of the legionaire concept, for

the new man who cpaholises the legion is none other than the
"Christian man" of Rumanian history. Re was amounced to the world

2,000 years ago as the son of God on earth. Two milleniums have
INA- itikf,S).I.iJz 	 .40R1.7.,JZNL

passed but whet spiritual freshness, what creative Omer edmihe
- AA- l	 A	 anct
Isom 

un 

of regolutionary adventures oichn ,the glow of

"	 The new man is the dramatic manifestation of a generation

whose increasing awareness of soul stimulates it to approach God,

to discover the road which les.ds to Rim, no matter how difficult

it may be, to retrace its steps to the fundamental truths of life ,

to the resurrectiod of the eternal virtues of the human soul,

according to the example and the teachings of the Saviour. This
Christian direction in the creation of the new man was impressed

upon the legion from the very first hour of its existence. The

-8-
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basis of legionaire life was fornulated by Corneliu Godreanu in

raViall0.1.1.1.0.116, oi woicn tne moss important was the

belie in . God. • le all believed in God. There was not an atheist

among us. Our most ardent wish was to raise ourselves necrer to God

to bring ourselves closer V3 our dead and to our people. This

wish gave us an invincible power a shining purity in the face of all
A

trials and tribulations. (C.Z.C.P.L.. page 281) Ion Acta has

explained tbe Christian content of the movement in the first

number of tbe periodical Panantul StranosescCand of our Ancestor4,

Organ of information and doctrine of the new political groups. He

wrote an article entitled,"Tha Portrait". • The darkness of suffering

will never be able to crystallise a focus of saving light. That we

seek and desire in all of ow being is the light, the adoption within

us of the life and will of God: the life of truth, right, virtue...

I au the road, the truth, the life...that is the meaning of the

word of Jesus. Therefore through him, the Lord, through his grace

we welcome the spark of life by which our people will redeem itself..."
C.J.: • :it,

(Ion Mote, Cranii de lesn Woo	 , page 20). Although these

lines were written during his years of youthful struggle they ere

illuminated by great resolution and they reveal a vigorous Christian

oonecience, full of the feeling of responsibility. The Christian

doctrine upon which Ion Mote seeks to base the entire legionaire

edifice is not inseparably bound toAlinckEtimmiinm church doctrine

as a whole. He seeks out principles which may be shocking to church

doctrine but which constitute the most profound and the most

-9-f r rir '
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consistent elements of the life of the aeviour. "What is the

measure of our 6hristianity," asks Ion mots in a later article

written on the occasion of Christmas 1936, during the time of year

when men ars most filled with religious fervor," after we know

that our souls have approached the Lord? ...the answer can mix=
he

only/an inquiry on respected forms and laws, a technical examination

of the most external manifestations of Christian doctrine: have you

stolen, have you cone wrong, have you respected the commendments

in your relations with your fellow man? We will he asked if

there was any living soul in us; we will he asked what dissolutions

of the soul have Liken place in us; what reconstructions of the

spirit through sacrifice and metamorphosis of life...eiebelegeoliMeime

imaggaiganliWatspawatamilMErgiror What a victory OR
WO

have/achieved over the humans of men which permit us to feel the

approach of the Saviour who was born today/ The measure of the

resurrection of our spirit, the measure of the Christianity of our

lives is personal sacrifice, without restraint, with loft and

ardent enthusiasm... sacrifice is the measure of our Christianity."

	

(Ion Mote, Cranii de lean, pages 	 The no:.	 6ercribed by

Cppitcri Ls the "cornerEtone of ths Legion" csn only be hcra

the ChristiLn spirit has existed in its purest form. Only as a

result of this process of the Christianization of the spirit can

the heroic qualities of the new an be develoyed and placed 4a.,Ithe

service of the people. His national characteristics cre inseparable

from his Christian being and take mot in the soul only according

to the degree of assimilation of Christian enlightenment. =MR

-13-
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According to Corneliu uodreanu, the legionalre

whom all the potentials of human grandeur which God has implanted

in the blood of our people have been developed to It maximum. The

most beautiful qualities of the soul, the moat superb product of

our race, the highest, most righteous, most might', most intelligent,

most pure, most diligeaar, end most heroic—that is what the legionaire

school must give yid This hero, this legioneire of courage,

diligence, righteousness, with the powers of God firmly rooted

in his soul, will lead our people along its greatest roads.•

(C.Z.C.P.L., page 286,287.)

The legionaire method as envisioned by Capiten requires

spiritual transformations and harmonies which are so difficult

to attain that only • very small number can ever reach the final

step. oot every ionividual who takes hit place in the ranks of the

aoveeent cen automatically become imbued with its spirit. The

legionaire movement is an aspiration toward perfection. The leciknaire

only attains true life in i.ro .eortion Kg he proi.resses toward alaritusl

erection. When the leziunaire whe bee attained !.'.tia perfection

can exert a broad influence vs the Rumanian people, than this movement

will assume the proportions of a great spiritual revolution. This

%As/Anal transfor •-tion cf sn entire ;.e:4.1c rould ;Ave s nem

-11-



• er ..;.ective to our ..:L.ary. " Thr	 krse=te

something greater than ever ueiwia, a	 etride oar

history in two, und lay the fouadutions of another Rumanian

history.* (C.Z.C.P.L., page 47.) The rauder who is not familiar

with the legionaire doctrine will, by an examination of the

individual meanings of these ideas, realise that Corneliu

Codrennu does not wish to break completely with the past history

of our country. I have shown the true significance of the concept

of the *new man" with the aid of the testimony of Capitem and

iota. It is a shaking up of all the creative energies of our

people with the aid of the greatest spiritual force known to man,

Christian resurrection. The new ark which Capiten foresees in

Rumanian. history will bring glory and beauty. The Christian

values present lathe conscience of our people from the earliest

beginnings ire disrupted by the scepticism of our time. But they

will register an unexpected . rise. They will enlighten thousands

and thousands of Rumanian souls and will thus bring to life the

very foundations of the nation. With the aid of divine grace

the people will become conscious of the powers " min by God

with his blood" and of the path which its destiny must henceforth

follow.

In my explanations of the Christian basis of the legionaire

doctrine I have been repeatedly accused by our adversaries of

seeking to establish a religious movement which will differ very

little from other ecclesiastical currents, sects, and movements.

.-71i7. • • •



:Layout: who is willing to approLch the problem impartially

can be convinced without difficulty of the error ol tau aconsa6Auu.

The lngionaire movement does not lead to the regeneration of

%Mat/laity, but to the reconstruction of the nation. it does not

seek to create a new Christian, but a new Rumanian. Both the

doctrinaire and spiritual aspects of Christianity have been spread

among was by the Church of Christ. The Church is the instrument

by which the 'ord propagates his spirituel legacy. The creation

of the Rumanian soul, the restoration of the radiant figure of the

"Christian VAMO in us, precedes from this intangible reality.*
 (1)

believe

imgionaires/in the mission of recieaption of the Church of Christ.

They recognise and participate in its mysteries and defend it with

their blood. The legionaire movement has adopted Christian

spiritual values as a basis for the appreciation of political

realities, Just as other political organisms have had recourse to

other types of ideals; ;enlightened philosophy, Marxism, racism,

etc. But its scope does not go beyond that of the other Rumanian

parties. It considers itself to be in the service of the Rumanian

people. Its goal is to assure the Omani= people the best

possible conditions for historical development. The_lesionaire

__1) In 	 bylaws of our organisation we read the following:

"...we believe in a new Rumania which is to follow the way of the

Church of Christ..." ( C.Z.C., Carticica Sefului de Cuib, page 73).



movement is different in this one respect that it wishes to

maintain the purity of the national ideal and to protect the

reviham Laws wrumg .11411UOUVOM 1.urotasu rum6Luum LUOUX waLca

represent the basic truthrof life The religious idea includes

within itself the national idea. Religion implants itself within

the souls of the people and defends them from impurities. There

can be no better nor more productive road to success then that

taken by our Lord. "The basic truths of revelation," answers

Ion Mots.," are the elements which can lead to a haven of refuge

on earth." (Ion Mots, Cranii de +roma, page 62). The human mind •

has a considerable role in the orgenisation of societies, in the

creation of solutions of problems encountered in a primitive state

of nature. But if the spiritual bases are removed the solutions

may be mistaken ones. ileit certain spirituel bases do exist which

are capable of correcting the deficiencies of human wisdom," there

remains to us one solid basis for general orientation of the

activities of life, one possible solution for the problems which

may arise at any moment in history. This general solution is our

conformity with the eternal teachings of Christ..." (Ion hots', Cranii

de Lemn, puge 79-80).	 -

If the new man in only concerned with the problems of the

soul and has no interest beyond personal redemption the legionaire

movement will crystalltse into a powerful current for the

regeneration of our people. It will have a prolonged effect in

-14-
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other sectors of activity. Our founciera did not intend, however,

toes an. new man VAL.M ..iit 	 ■	 ,t11417.1s

conscience, but that he embrace the vast domain of national society.

The hero produced by the legionaire school strives for the

transformation of the nation on the basis of the model which he has

in his soul He seeks to create a high social order which corresponds

more closely to his spiritual aspirations. The legionaire is not

only • hero in a moral sense, that is to san permanently occupied

with the discovery and correction of his own defects, but, • a hero

in a warlike sense since he engages in struggle, hero in a social

sense, incapable of exploiting others after victory, a bee p of

labor, giant creator in the tasks of his country." (C.Z.C.,Carticica

Sefului'de Ouib, page 65.) But in following the legionaire in his

social activity we must not loose sight of the spiritual substance

of his personality. We must not judge him by his external conduct, but

according to the purity of the soul fro* which his actions emanate.

The spiritual school fcethe new men is not merely a kind of preparatory

coursifor political activity or for the training of personnel, but

:iovenmit which omphsans the incessant strivings of the soul to

surpass its previous attainments, to cJnquer inferior impulses, to

devote itself to the most noble enterprises. krom this imminent

reality originate all acts of life, all preoccupations with the

existence of the nation. This process is a kind of projection

of the invisible world into the visible world. Political, social,

economic, cultural activities are merely surface manifestations/

riZr■7.•
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wvidence of the extension of the soul into the external yurld.

The legionsire movement will 111141r1Ut itself upon auxaminn

society by a conscious leanership which recognises the spiritual

factors in the organisation of all phases of the life of the

people. But the legionaire spirit is not of philosophical origin.

It is firmly anchored in the teachings of the church. The

Christian principles upon which the educution of the new man is

based are used i.e a basis for the revival of the nation. The

legionalre movessent prodlaies the necessity Of brAing forth

these religious principles from their present exile and their

application to the political, economic, and social life of today,

which, heretofore have been governed exclusively by the forces

of interest.

Ltr-mt-	
ILLEGIBLE

We do not deny the existencs nf and legitimacy of individual and

-16-



collective interests wuich arise from human necessities, but we

Am.! t!..	 nf interest to disolpline itself, to establish

reasonable limits, to achieve political, economic, sod social

harmony. Interest is a reality, but it only represents a raw

material, a first step in the social order, a dangerous force

which was raised by man to the rank of undisputed arbiter of his

destiny. 08e do not and will not dery the existence of matter in

the smu.146' writes Corndiu Godreann (Pentrn Legionari, page 278), but

we deny mad alWfip will deny its absolute right of mastery."

The rights of interest are unanimously recognised, but they

may be transformed into a perpetual abuse, into an evil force

which threatens and ruins all humanity. Wince interest is the

insatiable expression of human needs it tends to unlimited expansion,

to a continuous monopoly of goods, prestige, strength and pleasures.

It will never be possible to fix a proper boundary between well--

moderated interest and its degenerate derivatives, because human

needs create passions which cannot be checked. Interest has an
umt4

innate tendency toward anarchy. Its aggressive and unscrupuless

actions spare not even the most sacred laws of men, but create

suffering, iniquity, and enemies everywhere. When one interest

pushes -another aside, the weaker seeks to reconquer in another

direction 'and thus becomes • devItstating . force which spreads through

the entire social mass. Interests only cooperate to serve their

own purposes and thus their unions are weak and of short duration.

Groups of interests and interested persons combat each other every-

,



where and thus spread their rivalries throughout society.

‘nterest is a constant source oi human couliius mad iaugoUj.
.°)

Wherever its cruel tyranny has taken hold the peace of society

ceases and the creative energy of the individual is cut off. The

prosperity which is developed under the reign of interest is au

artificial one. beneath the false front is hidden wide discontent

which breeds econosic crisis, revolution, and war. uornalin

Codreanu `talesman understands the insatiable and cunning neture of

interest and places the legionaire movement in a state of perasnent

watchfulness against it.

The ability of love, the true regulating element of social,

politidal, and economic life, to unify divergent human conditions

is the source of its peculiar stregth, a strength fundamentally

different from the forces employed br interest. Todgy,whem interest

is centered upon individual circumstance, love is moving in the

opposite direction toward society. Loft offers its services and

all that it has in the service of virtue, and it asks no payment.

Love can be conpared to a river of good will. It is the most

perfect means of fulfilling the greatest vsriety of individual and

collective interests.

to we WM Utopian when we place love in the role of principal

counsellor of politicians? If we take such a statement for granted

it is because Christianity, too, has its roots firmly founded in a



Utopia. The teachings of Christ were revealed to men in order that

-

presupposes the implicit recognition of universal values, of the

principles established by Rim, of the powers of his teachings to

solve the most complicated and apparottly hopeless individual and

collective problems. The role of Christianity is to embrace and

give direction to all fiAlds of human activity since," every moment

of the life of man is dominated by the forces and laws of God."

(Ica Mote, Cranii de loon, page 80.) The concept of the double

life of man, in two separate spheres of existence, the body and the

soul, cannot satisfy a Christian. By this double standard man would

be pious and pray for the salvation of his soul while in church, but

would renounce all feeling of piety and sweetness the 'moment he

resumed contact with the world. The life of the Christian of today

is not based upon an intellectaal compromise between the needs of the

body sad the needs of the soul. How could any compromise be reached

between the spirit of harmony of the soul and the spirit of hatred

in the material world? These ars two diametrically opposed tendencies

which exclude each other in every phase of life. The tilristien

man cannot make peace with the warped man of interest. One or the

other is called upon to determine ow conduct, but never both. If

each of us is afraid to examine his own faults and deformities, then

we exist in two parts. We are really two beings who cannot endure one

another. "The individual of today," affirms Ion Mots, (Cianii de lean,.

-19-
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page 49.) Has a soul which is lost and disordered in comparison to

the true uhristtan soul acmakraeti 	 iii76 4 I.11;.;
What are the consequences of yese false lives? Doss the

spiritual disfiguration to which we stubborn/y subjugate ourselves

have seas salutary effect on the life of the individual or upon

the life of society? Do we pluck some small advantage to the social

order from this condition? Have we corrupted the soul but saved

history? We can read the answer to theacquestionsin the hardened

faces of men, in the bitter experience of their lives. The expiation

of the evil which results from the compromise of our conscience is

not postponed, but begins at the eery moment of its occurence. Han

does not enjoy beimmity in the course of history. He cannot free

himself from the harsh consequences of a life full of errors. The

inherent justice of history is a reality, but its effect cannot be

felt inmediately and only becomes apparent after a long interval of

time. This imperceptible and inplacable censure of human events is

exercised both in the life of the individual and the group. At is

impossible to draw a line of demarcation between the responsibility

of the individual and the acts of the group. The individual

functions as a component of the group and thus fulfills a double role

in human activity. "Iou give an account of all misfortunes, tragedies,

end disasters which occur in the life of the individual, of the

family, of society, and of course of the state, the proper consequence

of this moral disorder." (Ion Hota, Cranii de leen, page P.)
-20-
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The destiny of a people is not a blind force which is achieved

IJ impupliWuumam *MU A.U4Auwair WIL‘vw.au.Luoro.	 .LiMAA.V.A.WAMA.4 01.1.0 .1.1111WWOU

society participate in the creation of human destiny. allionPcif
lives give form to the life of a people.

The history of a people is a daily labor. re ourselves do not

forge destiny by positive or negative energies which emanate from

our actions. sternal justice directs the seal of men toward the

road to greatness or decadence.

The anomaly of man's position does not prejudice his personal

life, but nidermines the foundations of the people and of all humanity.

The interweaving ot the destiny of the individual and of society is

complete since any disance of this harmony contributes to the

unraveling of the entire social structure. The happiness of an

individual who through his actions weakens national solidarity is

problematical, but the evils which his actions produce upon society

are sure. This kind of man who is completely subjugated to the demon

of interest ie the principle instrument of the decomposition of the

people. He is not a modern phenomenon, but an old acquaintance from

history. 'kinder his domination nations have perished and states have

-21-
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fallen," asserts Corneliu Codreenu. "If this type of man continues

t:	 istamus.Lasa peopme in.u. close ;mir eyes

forever and Sunnis will sink despite the glittering progress for

improvement....

Of course this does not apply equally to to all individuals

of which.a people is oceposed. Thore exist gradations among them

parallel to the position which the person occupies in the social

hierarchy.

The tragedy of these crucified lives, which find themselves

eternalli.between two extremes is the daily consent which they

find in their conscienceeNrhich we find in our own conscience.

Because everything that we do seems quite normal, because the

incompatibility of these two positions is small on the individual

level, because we easily ignore the chaotic course of our lifes

which we recognize in our lucid moments, we cannot feel clearly

enough our mission to right the evils of the world.	 The

sensitivity of the spirit has sunk so low that we can no longer

discern the abyss which separates the two categories of reality and

we imagine that we can serve them both alike. On the one band we

believe in a higher order than that offered by the senses, in an

empire of eternal love, but on the other band we fall into the

idolatry of interest, transforming a necessity of life into an end

in itself. Such a life can never have a luppy aiding. False

situations cannot endure for very long, for the conscience of man

exposes deceitful appearance. Truth nests aside the coverings of deceit.



How fragile is tuts iasiccere son aislcyLl ottitude toward

our own soul. This only reves to us the crisis wui. today ravages

all humanity. The Eunanisn people :las not been the ou-y one to

stray from the true path of life. "This problem, the most important

in our lives today, exists in all countries in different totes, but

essentially the same." (Ion alot, Crunii de lean, page 6:.)

we can no longer cuestImn its oevustuting effect, because we feel •

it in our blood anis in our flesh. It is u universe.' cry of pain

raised against the state of zne wont°. .11 humanity wears the shirt

of Nessus. The inevitable rim will oe the apocalypse. :Inerever we

go we encounter insecurity ann threats. The human being wonders

with a tortured heart if the roan taken by humanity in its headlong

flight is the true road, or if it cannot sun in a worm a catastrophe

fres one nay to the next. This fear, this suspense lend to the

discovery of the real truths concerning the present crisis. humanity

has created in modern times things waich past generations could not

even picture in their wildest dreams. The great conquests in the

field of science and technology have revolutionized man's manner of

living and have opened unlimited horizons to his thirst for knowledge

and achievement. But all this amazing progress has been of service

to the soul. It has not contributed to the ennoblement of the human

being. On the contrary it has oestroyed the greater part of his

spiritual power. The human species has the ability to wrest CBI
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the secrets of nature from her, but it lucks the wisdom to apply

t hese seerrtt. in hnrmnny with its own spiritual laws. The

extraordinary discoveries and inventions have escaped from under the

control of man and have taken possession of the baser elements uf

his soul: interests, ambitions, the thirst for glory and domination.

Thus they have turned egainst man's spiritual nature end become

instruments of oppreliOn against him. jraetivitril robbed us of the
A

culture of the soul and has substituted a false and perverted

culture conducive to the destruction of the soul." (Ion Mote,

Cranii de lama, page 247.) Instead of achieving victory over nature

man has been driven to greuter dependence upon the laws of God and

to the recognition that the technical marvels which he has discovered

are the product of the divine spark within hip. din materialism is

not a striving toward heaven, but pursuitof the elements which

separate him from the empire of the spirit.

The nakedness in which the soul war left after . the separAion

of man from his spiritdal bases has permitted the intrusion of

negative energies whose presence is manifested by the most varied

forms: the exploitation of man.by.man in the cruel struggle for

worldly supremacy. The fever which has affected all peoples, the

crises which wrack humanity are merely the symptoms of the profouadness

of the crisis which has occured within the human spirit. "The

positivists of today, or rather those who claim to be poeitivits,
have lost their moral rudder." That is the diagnosis of Ion iota

on the present crisis. (Ion Mote, Cranii de lemn, page 62.) The.



material disorders of the world ure directly resultant from the

A4 2vreiers of 4110 woo. The objection can be raised that other

periods of bistoryhave been afflicted by political, social, and

economic disorder, but that philosophies and theologies have always

arisen to explain then, and thus mankind has succeeded in triumphing

over its own weaknesses and in returning to a normal existence.

This objection would be correct if we were now faced by a ltaited

crisis which affected only certain peoples and certain sectors of

social life. But the present crisis is characterised by its

compact foroe and universeloocurence. It is not merely a people,

a social class, an institution which suffers, but all humanity. It

is not the existence of the crisis Which causes alarm, but the

intensity end proportion. It is note, single evil which torments

us but an avalanche of evil. kot one catastrophe has occurld but4-
a series of catastrophes. We do not boar an isolated groan, but

general lamentation. It is not a cry of hatred,but a ' storm of

blind fury. These grave symptoms canaot be ascribed to a passing

phenomenon, but indicate a structural crisis wtdh affects the fate

of humanity. It is an era of decadence, not merely a stage.

Humanity is rapidly approaching the culminating point of the

enlightenment which began in Eurol.e a few centuries ago and which

has since spread throughout the globe. It looks not only upon the

trials and tribulations of the present, but upon the periods of

rise and fall which it. has experieoded in its millenitas of existence.
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If this process of the dissolution of the soul is not interrupted

by a collective effort , an epic deed of great heroism and disinterest,

nothing will stop the destiny of man from	 t-a 	

path of unlimited power. Wen by the continuous demanus of desire

and instinct, insatiable fortes which never allow him a moments rest,

by vicious interests, men .mill extinguish the remaining vestiges

of his spirit. This complete obliteration of the conscience will

bring him to a degree of debasement which will transform all

existence into a vale of tears, an inferno of suffering, death,

cruelty, and cowardliness. Mot a single ray of hope will remain.

There will not be enough virtue left in the soul to permit

complete recovery. 	 Then the final collaboration between God

and man will take place upon the earth. The cause of the Lord,

betrayed by the sluggishness and cowardice of me4;111 achieve a

brilliant triumph. The hosts of heaven will appear on the fields

of battle. They will break the domination of the Anti-Christ and

will cast him bad: into the chaos from which he unleashed the

powers of evil.

We find ourselves in the final stage of the struggle between

good and evil. The result can be a great spiritual regeneration

or an irreparable downfall. Salvation is still possible though the

rudder has slipped from our hands. The forces of evil have not yet
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achieved a complete victory over the powers of life within us. A

r•f liEht ztill re2min 2 in LI..	 it cu. b.-- the !etre,.

of a dazzling spiritual rebirth. The only return to salvation is

• return to the Lord. We must answer the call of his love.	 We

must discover the hidden causes of our political, economic, and

social problems. We must bring relief to the world by freeing ourselves

of the evils which are gaawing at our intestines, for external

disorder is merely the reflection of internal oisorner. "The
Yvt4tJaa,..:,

restoration of moral breines-end-inadderw, not only in the fora of

more bread and improved material.conditions, but the solution ç,f

vital human problems," (Ion lots, Cranil de lemn, page 68.) Let us,
t\

therefore abandon the false position in which we have placed ourselves

in the order of creation. Let as accept the natural framework of

man's existence. Let us put aside the absurd premise of interest

and obey instead the sovereign rights of love. Let us renounce this

deception and week the way of grace. Let us confess the failure of

all human effort to establish a Just society. Let us place all our

hopes upon the only means by which we can succwed, our Christianity.

Social progress consitutes, "all that is in hammy with moral

law," says Ion Mote. One moral law has proved to be greater than

all others. The Saviour sakes it the basis of all human virtues;

it is the law of lows. By following it we can never stray from the

true road in the rebuilding of our nation, for we will be guided by

the power of the Lord. The harmony which love forges can solve all
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probleas of political, economic, sociul,and cultural contradictions

tf interest, vi.nva is the kers, to pcmce. The Lord has offered it to

all peoples of the world. All will be convinced of its vuluew.

Doubt will be dispelled. Peace and tranquillity can only be attained

through the love which God has implanted in the soul of man. This

love gyntbesises all human attributes and leads man to the Saviour

himself." (C.Z.C., eentra Legionari, pfige 300.)

Humanity has always suffered, yet from time imemorial it has

always dreamed of a golden age which is said to have existed on

earth, but which was destroyed by the forces of evil. Authorities

declare that this dream in the conscience of man is a reminiscence

of the existence of paradise. This golden age never existed, but if

such a period were possible it mould have to be called the age of

love.

10(0
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